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The sixth book of Mary Summer Rain's extraordinary "No-Eyes" series, answers questions culled

from thousands of letters from her readers. Daybreak delves into the implications of No-Eyes'

teachings, into realms of prophecy, Native American history, metaphysics, and just plain common

sense. Expanding upon the Earthways data base, there is even an extensive dream

dictionary.Finally, Daybreak includes The Phoenix Files which is a comprehensive listing of nuclear

facilities, military installations, toxic waste dumps, oil refineries, seismic risk zones, geothermal

regions, natural disaster hazard zones, as well as a suggested pole shift realignment configuration.
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This book is a discussion where the author answers questions that have been put to her by her

readers and followers. It is an excellent read. She is asked questions and answers them with

unwavering honesty. Again, I love this authors work. It's bold and challenges the read to look from a

different perspective.

Like all her books thought provoking. Her constant humility yet also a very strong sense of knowing

what she knows and not apologizing for it is a wonderful mix. This book helped a lot, for her material

raises a lot of questions and it is like sitting with her and being able to ask her these things. Some

very interesting new ways to look at things. What I most appreciated in her book was her constant



reminder of going within oneself and not to look at New Age teachers, or some other new way that

is preached being "it". Not to put teachers and her on pedestals and make them into gods, but to go

within and find the wisdom and truth that is already within. Her belief in God is so pure it is very very

refreshing. A must read to understand more of her other books.

To the see the daybreak through the eyes of Mary Summer Rain is amazing. A must read. to

complete the series of her books. If you can read them in the order they were written the story really

falls into place.

I was amazed at Mary Summer Rain's ability to be very honest and forthright in her answers to her

readers questions. She maintained her ability to be herself and stand in her own truths. I was glad to

see that she was not discriminating in those letters she included. Many were not written to her in her

favor, but she handled her answers to these people with as much explanation as could be given to

her understandings of how this world works.

Alot of staight-from-the-shoulder answers for the everyday person interested in the new millenium

and also spiritual depth

Excellent book. Would recommend the other book by No Eyes .. Phoenix Rising. Both excellent

reads.

This book is one of the No-Eyes series that gives me a better understanding of Native American

spirituality. Thank you for making it available.

It was very interesting and full of very good information. I lent it to a friend and he read it twice,

saying he was blown away by it.
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